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Abstract
Using the example of VW’s handling of “Diesel-Gate” in its corporate communications (suspected manipulation of vehicle
emission test results discovered in 2015), we examine the effects of a disruptive event on corporate risk reporting. To this
end, an evaluation in the form of a case study of external corporate communications in VW’s annual reports covering the
years 2012–2017 was carried out. Changes can be seen in VW’s communication with shareholders following “Diesel-Gate”,
especially with regard to what topics were covered and the emotionality of the language. Among the strategies used for
restoring the company’s image, the company took pains to highlight corrective measures designed to avoid similar incidents
in the future. The methodology presented in the paper can be applied to the analysis of similar events.

Keywords Risk Communication · Diesel Gate · Risk Management · CSR Reporting

1 Introduction

1.1 Risk communication and “Diesel Gate”

The issues raised by media surrounding the suspected ma-
nipulation of vehicle emission test results of diesel engines
at Volkswagen (VW) represent a serious, disruptive event
for VW. Of interest for corporate annual reporting is Diesel-

1 In the discussions about alleged manipulations of diesel engines
in exhaust emission tests, the term “Diesel-Gate” is often replaced
by alternative terms such as “diesel issue”, “diesel scandal”, “vehicle
emissions scandal”, “emissions affair”, as used by VW. See: https://de.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Abgasskandal.
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Gate’s1 potential impact on tools of corporate communica-
tions, especially risk communication.

The following article presents a case study that takes
a closer look at the effects of a single selected event on
a company’s risk communication tools. To this end, com-
ponents of the company’s annual report, specifically the
risk and opportunity report and the chapter on diesel issues
within the management report along with the Letter to the
Shareholders will be examined.

As a mandatory component of the management report
pursuant to Art. 315 (1) of the German Commercial Code
(HGB), the risk and opportunity report represents a stan-
dard tool of risk reporting that German2 and international
empirical studies3 with an additional focus on German risk
reporting rely on.

At the same time, the empirical research is usually on
a cross-sectional analysis of a two- or three-digit number
of risk reports. More recently, automated text analyses have
been used4 to try to increase the sample without having to
abandon the methodology of content analysis. The analysis
of the annual reports shows that VW included a separate
chapter on the “diesel issue” in the annual reports from
2015 onwards. This part of the report was therefore also
included in the analysis. It also emerged that “Diesel-Gate”

2 See Kajüter and Winkler (2003 pp. 217–228).
3 See Dobler et al. (2011 pp. 1–22).
4 See Hope et al. (2016 pp. 1005–1045).
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was extensively discussed in the Letters to the Shareholders,
a notification that is not legally mandated.

Since empirical research shows risk reporting as a pri-
marily narrative tool (rather than a monetary or quantita-
tive tool) and essentially focused on the past and present
(instead of the future), we have selected mixed qualitative
and quantitative text analysis as the methodology underly-
ing the present analysis. This way, the rhetorical methods
and narratives used by a single, primarily affected com-
pany (VW) in the body of text associated with a selected
event (“Diesel-Gate”) could also be examined. The surpris-
ing fact that verbal, qualitative reporting prevails among
accountants and analysts in corporate opportunity and risk
reports raises the question of what type of content is deliv-
ered by this method. Risk narratives, i.e. complex constructs
of the effects and handling of risks, such as suspected ve-
hicle emissions manipulations, represent a vantage point
that is often neglected by researchers and practitioners in
the accounting field. Typical risk narratives for crisis situ-
ations include, for instance, admissions of culpability and
atonement, which will be specifically addressed below.

The use and analysis of narratives has gained additional
importance in currently increasing non-financial reporting.
Many reporters are faced with the question of whether CSR
reporting, for instance, should be primarily assigned to ac-
counting or corporate communications. Some companies
reduced quantitative or monetary content in reports because
corporate communications were designed to make the con-
tent of reports more user-friendly.

Finally, risk reporting also plays an important role in
how processes are set up in the risk management system
(e.g. according to DIN ISO 31000:2018). As a general rule,
risks and opportunities in the company are first identified
before they are evaluated and aggregated in quantitative or
monetary terms. In addition to managing significant oppor-
tunities and risks, risk monitoring is used for reporting to
internal and external recipients. As a result, risk reporting is
an indispensable element of a risk management process at
all companies. Accordingly, we have investigated for VW
how the diesel issue has navigated VW’s own risk manage-
ment system from the perspective of a recipient of external
communications.

1.2 VW and “Diesel-Gate”

During “Diesel Gate”, suspected manipulations to circum-
vent legally prescribed limits for vehicle emissions were
uncovered. The Notice of Violation of the US Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA) published on 18th September
2015 provided information on illegal shut-off devices in the
engine management of some VW diesel models. The EPA
determined in independent tests that the carbon emissions
of the VW turbocharged diesel engine with direct injection

(TDI) were significantly higher in real driving conditions
than in the laboratory tests reported by VW. It was shown
that, compared to VW’s figures, forty times the amount of
nitrogen oxides (NO. x) was produced, which represents
a significant violation of the legally prescribed limits for
pollutant emissions in the USA.5

Initially, CEO Martin Winterkorn declared in his video
message of 22th September 2015 that he supported a rapid
and transparent investigation. At that time he was on record
to have said:

The irregularities in our Group’s diesel engines con-
tradict everything that Volkswagen stands for. I also
do not have the answers to all questions at this time.6

The following day, Winterkorn resigned as CEO.7 In his
resignation statement he declared:

As Chairman of the Board of Management, I assume
responsibility for the irregularities at Diesel Engines
that have come to light and have therefore asked the
Supervisory Board to discuss an agreement with me
which will terminate my responsibility as Chairman
of the Board of Management at Volkswagen Group.
Although I am not aware of any misconduct on my
part, I have decided to take this step in the interest of
the company.8

In the following months, extensive internal and external
investigations were carried out with the aim of investigating
the issue at hand and providing answers to the question
of culpability. In the investigations that followed, however,
there were indications that, in addition to the managers
involved in the device development, the CEOmay also have
been aware of the manipulation.9

Eleven million VW vehicles are affected worldwide.10

The group agreed to several settlements in the USA total-
ing more than 17 billion Euro along with compensation for
vehicle owners. In Germany, the contractual and tort claims

5 See Volkswagen AG, Annual Report (2016, p. 49).
6 See Volkswagen AG, Annual Report (2015), download at: http://
hbfm.link/4024 (Downloaded on: 24th August 2018).
7 See (Unnamed author), Die VW-Abgas-Affäre: Eine Chronologie,
NDR online (2015), updated: 7th August 2018, http://hbfm.link/4025
(Downloaded: 24th August 2018).
8 See Winterkorn, “Volkswagen war, ist und bleibt mein Leben”, Man-
ager Magazin online (2015) on 23rd September 2015. Download at:
http://hbfm.link/4026 (Downloaded on: 24th August 2018).
9 See unnamed author, Winterkorn wurde bereits 2014 per Notiz in-
formiert, 3rd March 2016. Download at: http://hbfm.link/4027 (Down-
loaded on 24th August 2018).
10 See Volkswagen AG, Annual Report (2017), available at: http://
hbfm.link/4029 (Downloaded on: 24th August 2018).
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of vehicle owners have not yet been fully resolved.11 In the
2015 financial year, VW generated a negative net income
of –1.361 billion due to the financial burdens of the diesel
crisis,12 the first negative result in over 20 years. This goes
to show that the diesel scandal, in addition to substantial
financial repercussions consisting of back taxes, penalties,
sales slumps, provisions, recalls, retrofits, discounts for cus-
tomers, had a significant impact on the image and reputation
of the company itself, as well as on the entire automotive
industry.13

Due to these circumstances, the VW Group offers a rich
research context to investigate how the company’s is han-
dling and managing the risk resulting from the scandal
through its crisis communications. The following analysis
aims to answer the following three research questions using
a case study14 methodology:

1. How does VW communicate risk in its annual reports?
2. How does VW reflect on and interpret the events in ques-

tion?
3. How are narrative structures used to elicit emotions and

thus control risk for the company?

2 Methodology

On the basis of a case study, we will examine the phe-
nomenon of risk narratives in risk communication—in this
case, a disruptive event—in more detail. Case studies are
particularly suitable for scientific surveys to investigate cur-
rent phenomena such as “Diesel-Gate”, and to gain new
insights.

In order to examine how the company communicatively
manages the risk associated with the diesel issue, VW an-
nual reports are subjected to both a qualitative and a quanti-
tative analysis. The three annual reports from the period pre-
ceding the crisis (financial years 2012–2014) and the three
reports following the announcement of the diesel issue (fi-
nancial years 2015–2017) are used to shed a light on how
the communicative dimension of reporting is changing.15

The German versions of the annual reports were down-
loaded from the Group website in February 2018. The body
of texts examined consists of the Letter to Shareholders (at
the beginning of the Annual Report, written by the respec-
tive Chairman of the Executive Board in the fiscal year un-

11 See Schäfer and Fuhrmann (2018), Zivilrechtliche und recht-
sökonomische Überlegungen zum Dieselskandal der Volkswagen AG,
2018, dal der Volkswagen AG, 2018. Download at: http://hbfm.link/
4028 (Downloaded on: 24th August 2018).
12 See Volkswagen AG, loc. cit. (Fn. 10).
13 See Fracarolli Nunes and Park (2016 pp. 288–302).
14 See Yin (2003, pp. 1–17).
15 See Volkswagen AG, Annual Reports of 2012–2014 and 2015–2017.

der review), the risk and opportunity reports in the Group
Management Report, and the new chapters on the diesel
issue introduced in the 2015–2017 reports. The material
was then manually coded by two coders using qualitative
methods of content analysis and quantitative methods and
the data analysis software MAXQDA™.16 The individual
sentences represent the unit of investigation.17 Frequency
of the coding of the individual categories, divided by the
total number of sentences in the examined text, forms the
basis of the quantitative evaluations.18 Moreover, the con-
tent analysis was also supported by LIWC software. In this
process, the number of codes is divided by the text length.
These values form the basis for the evaluations presented in
the results section. In regular exchanges on the research ob-
servations, the researchers questioned their interpretations19

and thus participated in a process of so-called “communica-
tive validity”.20 The methodological procedural and analyt-
ical steps are shown in Fig. 1. While step 1 was carried
out using inductive coding, subsections of steps 2–4 were
processed using a deductive approach. In order to consider
as many different aspects of VW’s risk communication as
possible, the analysis is based on four analytical steps. In
the first step, a descriptive content analysis was carried out
to identify relevant sections of text and topics covered. In
a second step, a rhetorical analysis was carried out to ex-
amine the rhetorical situation, the rhetorical appeal and the
linguistic quality of texts. In step three, the process steps of
the risk management system of the DIN ISO 31000:2018
standard (risk identification, risk assessment, risk control)
and risk monitoring underwent analysis. The fourth step
was to analyse the reporting dimensions21 in terms of time
line and the scope of the quantitative information.

2.1 Descriptive content analysis

In order to get a first impression of how “Diesel-Gate”
topic was handled within the framework of VW annual
reports, all documents to be examined were searched for
relevant terms (e.g. Diesel, Abgas, NOx). That way, rele-
vant sections of text could be identified. These were coded
inductively and manually by two researchers using the pro-
gram MAXQDA™. The purpose of this analysis step was
to develop a deeper sense of the reports to be examined for
further analysis.22

16 See Mayring (2010, pp. 601–613); Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010
pp. 24–54).
17 See Linsley and Shrives (2005 pp. 292–305).
18 See Höfer (2016, p. 85).
19 See Michalski (2004 pp. 977–999).
20 See Kvale (1995 pp. 19–40).
21 See Boesso and Kumar (2007 pp. 269–296).
22 See Krause et al. (2017 pp. 240–272).
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Fig. 1 Analytical steps

2.2 Rhetorical analysis

Classical rhetoric deals with the use of language and signs
with the aim of convincing an audience.23 While the focus of
rhetorical analyses has traditionally been on speeches, CEO
statements and nar-ative annual reports are increasingly be-
ing analysed to examine rhetorical elements more closely.24

Rhetorical approaches focus on the persuasive aspect of cor-
porate communication, scrutinising the “conscious selection
of expressions, metaphors, symbols and language”25 in or-
der to convince the audience of the legitimacy and success
of the organisation especially in times of crisis and change.26

The theoretical approach of rhetorical analysis thus makes
it possible to shed light on the shaping of perceptions as
well as on argumentation and evidence schemes regarding
the risks arising from the diesel issue, and to gain insights
into the way a company tries to steer the social discourse
on the diesel issue using persuasive rhetorical techniques.

In order to capture systematically the developing risk
narratives of the VW Group, our methodological proce-
dure is underpinned by a rhetorical analysis. “This choice
is based on the thesis that” “the success or failure of claims
to truthfulness [...] depends less on empirical verification
than on their inherent logic and the narrative’s rhetorical
persuasiveness”27. Our focus is on the investigation of the
rhetorical means the company uses to incorporate opinions
processes into its annual reports to generate an active risk

23 See Ihlen (2011, pp. 150–170).
24 See Laine (2009 S. 1029–1054); Merkl-Davies and Koller (2012 pp.
178–193).
25 See Laine (2009 pp. 1034).
26 See Merkl-Davies and Koller (2012 pp. 178–193).
27 See Somers (2012, pp. 280).

narrative. On this basis, an analysis of rhetorical elements is
carried out with the aim of shedding light on the question
of debt and the company’s risk resulting from the diesel
issue. Based on this evaluation, we determine the intended
impact or function of the rhetorical means with regard to
the communicative goal in response to the three research
questions above.

A crisis such as the VW diesel issue poses dangers and
risks for companies, as image, identity and reputation may
incur damage in the short, medium and long term. Crisis
communication may be used to purposefully reduce nega-
tive emotions experienced by stakeholders. Keeping nega-
tive emotions at bay thus reduces the risk of reputational
loss that follows a crisis and the likelihood of negative
word-of-mouth, while nudging sentiment toward purchase
decisions.28 Since a crisis requires a special kind of urgency,
well thought-out, stakeholder-oriented crisis communica-
tion is required to help a company reconstruct its desired
image. Since crises can be caused by various factors, such
as accidents that can be self-inflicted or caused externally,
or by the intentional crossing of boundaries,29 communi-
cation strategies that incorporate such lessons are recom-
mended. As a result, the use of specific strategies to restore
reputation in the event of a crisis caused by a deliberate,
self-inflicted infraction such as the VW diesel issue have
been reommended. In particular, acceptance of culpability
and asking forgiveness are often recommended strategies.30

Other strategies to restore a company’s image are: denial,

28 See Coombs and Holladay (2007 pp. 300–312).
29 See Coombs (2004 pp. 265–289); Coombs (1995 pp. 447–476).
30 See Coombs (2004 pp. 447–476); Hearit (2006, pp. 204–218).
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evasion of responsibility, avoiding the appearance of as-
sertiveness, and taking corrective action.31

In order to analyse the entire context, the rhetorical and
communicative performance of the texts in the annual re-
ports along with its linguistic elements have been evalu-
ated. Drawing on rhetorical and linguistic elements, the ap-
proach of our analysis is based on Covino/Jolliffe, Covino/
Jolliffe32. Our model is divided into three levels: rhetorical
situation, rhetorical appeals, and linguistic characteristics
of the texts. The three levels are explained below.

2.2.1 Rhetorical situation

The term “rhetorical situation” addresses the motive or need
that prompts a person or speaker to write or speak.33 In ad-
dition, the rhetorical situation takes into account the inter-
action between audience and message, which is influenced
by the motif as well as by ideas and attitudes projected
by all protagonists. The rhetorical situation consists of the
aspects “reason”, “audience” and “framework”. The con-
text in which the text is written and read is examined.34

Fleshing out the context provides insights into the motives
for communication. The audience consists of a group of
people with whom the messenger wishes to communicate.
The rhetorical framework consists of the options and lim-
its the speaker has to consider. Hence, MAXQDA™ was
used to carry out a qualitative analysis of the rhetorical sit-
uation, putting motivation, the audience and the context of
the communication under the lens.

2.2.2 Rhetorical appeal

Classical rhetoric is characterised by three different but in-
separable Aristotelian elements of logos (reason and con-
sistency), ethos (authority and credibility of the speaker)
and pathos (emotional appeal).35 With the first element, lo-
gos, an attempt is made to persuade by appealing to reason.
Logic, reasoning, evidence and facts are used to support an
argument. Pathos draws on the emotions and deeply rooted
convictions of the listener and reader to encourage their in-
vestment in the topic. This strategy is designed to arouse
emotions, such as joy and hatred, in the reader. In the con-
text of business communication, the aim is usually to create
a common bond of values,36, which can be achieved by us-
ing the corporate voice and invoking shared values through

31 See Benoit and Drew (1997, pp. 153–163).
32 See Covino and Jolliffe (1995, pp. 3–26).
33 See Bitzer (1968 pp. 1–14).
34 See Fn. 34.
35 See Aristoteles (2002), Rhetorik I,1,11 1355a7f.
36 See Hoffman and Ford (2010, pp. 185–208).

the increased use of “we”.37 The third rhetorical element,
ethos, underscores the speaker’s credibility in order to gain
the reader’s trust. Taken together, these elements show the
characteristics of a good argument and identify the dimen-
sions of a persuasive appeal.38 Green39 holds that, accord-
ing to Aristotle, the three elements of rhetoric, logos, ethos
and pathos can be used alternately to arouse the interests
of others, to justify action as efficient or effective, and to
appeal to socially accepted norms that help improve per-
formance. Holt/Macpherson40 demonstrate that a mixture
of logos, ethos and pathos is used to simultaneously take
into account the interests of divergent interest groups and
accommodate strategically diverse stakeholders.

2.2.3 Linguistic characteristics of texts

For linguistic analysis, the German version of the com-
puter-aided quantitative text analysis software, Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC), has been used. The soft-
ware stems from the field of psychology and analyses texts
by matching each word with a dictionary. Divided into
74 word fields by independent evaluators, the dictionary
consists of more than 2300 words41 such as those convey-
ing emotion, temporal dimension, negations, direction and
monetary elements42. 43The software was used, for exam-
ple, to analyse media articles in the wake of the earthquake
and tsunami in Japan. Table 1 shows the word fields eval-
uated in our analysis. The words assigned to the respective
categories can be gleaned from Wolf’s44 list.

2.3 Riskmanagement process steps according to
DIN ISO 31000: 2018

The risk management process is detailed in the DIN ISO
standard 31000:2018. According to the DIN ISO standard,
the process consists of three stages: risk identification, risk
assessment (risk analysis and evaluation) and risk control.
Risk identification aims to identify sources of risk on the
basis of historical data, theoretical analyses and expert opin-
ions. As such, it helps to determine relevance. Risk analysis
considers the level of risk and likelihood of its occurrence;
extent of the effect and likelihood of occurrence are as-
signed to relevance. Risk evaluation classifies the accept-
ability or tolerability of risks against their ability to create

37 See Femers-Koch and Molthagen-Schnöring (2017 pp. 325).
38 See Holt and Macpherson (2010 pp. 20–42).
39 See Green (2004 pp. 653–669).
40 See Fn. 39.
41 See Wolf et al. (2008 pp. 85–98).
42 See Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010 pp. 24–54).
43 See Sevincer et al. (2014 pp. 1010–1017).
44 See Fn. 42.
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Table 1 LIWC word fields Word field Evaluation category

Positive emotions Mood
(Rhetorical Analysis-DICTION)Negative emotions

1st Person singular Personal information
(Rhetorical Analysis-DICTION)1st Person Plural

3rd Person

Reference to others

Temporary character Assertiveness of statements (Rhetorical Analysis-DICTION)

Certainty

Acceptance Question of culpability
(Rhetorical Analysis-DICTION)To reach

Words longer than six characters Syntax
(Rhetorical analysis-syntax)Comma

Length of sentence

Past Time linea

Presence

Future

Numbers Quantitative dataa

aSee Fn. 21

value. Finally, risk management is dedicated to the selec-
tion and implementation of procedures and measures aimed
at changing risks. In addition, risks should be monitored on
an ongoing basis. Risk management is understood as an
ongoing process in which planning, implementation, moni-
toring and improvement take place continuously. The steps
involved in the process were identified during the manual
content analysis of the report parts examined.

2.4 Quality dimensions of reporting according to
Boesso/Kumar

Boesso/Kumar45 analyses the quality of narrative report-
ing; they distinguish between quantitative and qualitative,
monetary and non-monetary as well as past and future-
oriented statements. Quantitative, monetary and forward-
looking statements are considered to be of higher quality
because the information is more meaningful to users of the
report.46 The scope of quantitative statements, as well as
the time reference, can be analysed using the LIWC soft-
ware. The monetary dimension was encoded manually by
the authors.

3 Results

By and large, the risk and opportunity reports, as well as
the report section on diesel issues, reveal a rather neutral
and impersonal style of reporting. For instance, there are

45 See Fn. 21.
46 Linsley and Shrives (2005 pp. 292–305).

communications of facts or logical chains of argumenta-
tion, some of which are supported by figures of monetary
values. The report section on the diesel issue focuses on the
sequence of events, the extent of the damage and the ques-
tion of culpability. The risk and opportunity report presents
the specific risks, sometimes supplemented by assessments
and control measures:

In December 2017, a lawsuit for damages on the
assigned claims of approximately 6000 customers
against Volkswagen AG was lodged in Switzerland
in the amount of approximately 30 million Swiss
francs.47.

By contrast, the Letter to Shareholders is addressed directly
to shareholders, using elaborate rhetorical tools to appeal
to emotions and credibility. The Letter to the Shareholders
focuses in particular on company values, the past financial
year and future outlook:

So if you asked me today: “Is Volkswagen a good
company?” my answer would be: “Yes, Volkswagen
is a highly successful global corporation.” Yes, we
are investing all our energy in the future of mobility
and, by extension, in our own future. And yes, we
at Volkswagen recognise how vital a solid foundation
of values and a healthy corporate culture are for our
existence and survival.48.

47 See Volkswagen AG, loc. cit. (Fn. 10), p. 180.
48 See Volkswagen AG, loc. cit. (Fn. 10), p. 9.
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The following paragraphs provide an initial compilation of
the results of the descriptive content analysis. Next is a pre-
sentation of the results of the rhetorical analysis and an
evaluation of the changes in the report contents over time
based on the process steps of the risk management system.
Finally, the results of reporting metrics are presented.49

3.1 Observations on the content of the descriptive
content analysis

The content analysis of the reports shows that, especially
in the Letters to Shareholders, there are clear topical differ-
ences in reporting before and after the diesel issue. Prior to
that, the focus was on the changes in the market, the com-
pany’s successive repositioning and adaptation to changed
conditions, its solid environmental performance, growth and
success and about the gratitude it owned to shareholders:

Our company continues to offer excellent prospects
because we stand for innovative strength, competi-
tiveness and financial substance.50.

The topical focus shifted following the emergence of the
diesel issue. The company sees the crisis as an opportunity,
points to an internal learning process and asking sharehold-
ers not to lose faith:

“And that’s because the measures we’re taking now
will succeed in making Volkswagen a better com-
pany.” A group that boldly takes the future into its
own hands and grows sustainably with an eye on long-
term goals for its customers, employees and partners,
for our society and last but not least for you, our
shareholders.51.

Although the messaging is commendable in terms of effec-
tive crisis communication52, the company at no time admits
to any blame.

3.2 Rhetorical analysis

3.2.1 Rhetorical situation

The rhetorical situation is composed of the aspects “general
conditions”, “audience” and “motivation”. The external re-
quirement for companies to disclose opportunities and risks
within the framework of the group management report of
the annual report for German companies is based on Art.

49 See Fn. 21.
50 VW Volkswagen AG, Annual Report Group (2014, p. 14).
51 Volkswagen AG, loc. cit. (Fn 6), p. 9.
52 See Hearit, loc. cit. (Fn. 31), pp. 447–476.

Fig. 2 Appeal—Letter to the Shareholders

315 (1) HGB. Risk information in annual reports is pri-
marily targeted at investors, 53but also at stakeholders who
need the information to assess the company’s risks.54 The
goals that companies pursue with the publication of risk
information are manifold. Since the requirement to publish
risk information is mandated by law while the specifics are
left to businesses,55 different approaches, motives and dif-
ferent economic theories may result in different ways of
publishing risk information. For example, comprehensive
risk information can help to improve the company’s rep-
utation by signaling transparency from the perspective of
“legitimacy theory”.56 From the perspective of the “Propri-
etary Cost Theory”, there is a conflict of objectives between
the publication of comprehensive information to reduce the
information asymmetry of investors, and the indirect cost of
third parties using this information to the detriment of the
company (e.g. by competitors or lenders).57 The question of
which motives prevail in the specific Case, and what advan-
tages and disadvantages for the VWAG, remains open. This
is where the following analyses come in—detailing current
risk reporting practices, and the changes to risk reporting
practices before and after the diesel issue.

3.2.2 Rhetorical appeal

Regarding the type of argument (appeal), the manual anal-
ysis shows that both the risk and opportunity report and the
report section on diesel issues essentially employ logical
arguments (logos), revealing only rare instances of ethos
or pathos. In the Letters to Shareholders, all three types of
appeals are utilised. This procedure follows the method of

53 See Hope et al. (2016 pp. 1005–1045).
54 See Fn. 17.
55 See Dobler (2008 pp. 184–206).
56 See Ntim et al. (2013 pp. 363–383).
57 See Abraham and Shrives (2014 pp. 91–107).
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Fig. 3 Personal language. a Letter to the Shareholders; b Diesel issue; c Risk and opportunity report

Fig. 4 Statement’s degree of assertiveness. a Letter to the Shareholders; b Diesel issue; c Risk and opportunity report

argumentation espoused by Green58 and Holt/Macpherson59,
by using the different argumentation options alternately.
Fig. 2 shows change in the form of argumentation in the
Letters to Shareholders over the period under review. Af-
ter the diesel issue came to the surface, there has been
a reduction of logical argumentation (logos). By contrast,
credibility arguments (ethos) now occur more frequently.
This indicates a possible perceived need to emphasise the
company’s credibility to the shareholders, rather than focus
on possibly-less-than-favorable facts:

We are doing everything we can to overcome this
crisis: effective technical solutions for our customers
and trustful cooperation with all responsible author-
ities amidst full transparency will help us get to the
bottom of what happened.60

It also becomes clear that the frequency of emotional argu-
ments (pathos) fluctuates within a narrow range.

58 See Fn. 40.
59 See Fn. 39 pp. 20–42.
60 Volkswagen AG, loc. cit. (Fn. 6), p. 7.

3.2.3 Linguistic characteristics of texts

With regard to the linguistic characteristics, the reference
to persons, the certainty of statements, the communication
of culpability, as well as the mood of the report sections
were examined. Fig. 3 shows that particularly important
in the Letters to Shareholders—but hardly ever in the re-
port sections opportunity report and diesel issues—personal
language is used in reference to the company, and share-
holders are addressed directly. A review of the Letters to the
Shareholders reveals more personal lines of arguments af-
ter the emergence of the diesel issue. After the diesel issue,
a more frequently chosen direct approach vis-a-vis share-
holders points to attempts at more personal communication
for the purpose of adding more credibility to information.61

With respect to the assertiveness of statements made,
Fig. 4 shows that, from a linguistic point of view, signifi-
cantly more statements expressing certainty are made than
statements expressing a degree of uncertainty. In the risk
and opportunity report, the curves converge following the
diesel issue. This could indicate a higher degree of uncer-
tainty regarding risks and opportunities. It is also striking
that the number of statements expressing certainty in the

61 See Asay et al. (2018 pp. 68–69).
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Fig. 5 Question of culpability. a Letter to the Shareholders; b Diesel issue; c Risk and opportunity report

Fig. 6 Mood. a Letter to the Shareholders; b Diesel issue; c Risk and opportunity report

Letters to Shareholders in the reporting years following the
diesel issue is very high compared with those from reporting
years before the crisis. This, too, in the sense espoused by
Coombs/Holladay,62could indicate a communication strat-
egy on the part of VWAG that aims to provide shareholders
with a sense of security.

Fig. 5 summarises the results on the question of culpabil-
ity. It becomes apparent that significantly more communica-
tion has taken place about what the company has achieved
or will achieve, while the topic of acceptance of culpability
receives much less attention. This conspicuous absence is
particularly evident in the Letters to Shareholders, whereby
the frequency of cited insights increases significantly af-
ter the diesel issue. The risk and opportunity reports show
a relatively constant level of both frequencies. No change is
discernible between the reports before and after the diesel
issue emerged. It is also clear that this correlation does not
apply in the report section on diesel. In 2015 and 2016,
these parts of the report put more emphasis on insights
gained than on successes. The diesel section of the report
clearly differs from the other two sections of the report that
have been examined, communicating issues more directly

62 See Fn. 28.

and emphasising the need for corrective action as a strategy
to restore the63 company’s image.

The analysis of the mood (see Fig. 6) shows that commu-
nication of positive emotions occurs more frequently within
the Letters to Shareholders, and less in the other two parts of
the report. This result matches the already identified strong
logical reasoning in these two parts of the report. The lev-
els of emotion expressed in the risk and opportunity reports,
and in the sections of the report on diesel technology, are
constant. It is also apparent that communication of posi-
tive emotions in the Letters to Shareholders increases after
the diesel issue while communication of negative emotions
in these three reports steadily decreases. This may indicate
that VW AG was attempting to get shareholders to buy into
a positive outlook even as the crisis unfolded, by commu-
nicating more positive and fewer negative emotions.64

The evaluation of the syntax shows that the Letters to
Shareholders tended to use fewer long words which indi-
cates the use of simpler language. There is a slight increase
in the number of commas in the Letters to Shareholders af-
ter the diesel issue. The length of the sentences shows few

63 See Fn. 32.
64 See Fn. 28.
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Fig. 7 Risk management system. a Diesel issue; b Risk and opportunity report

deviations from the norm. The syntax of the examined re-
port parts in the comparison before and after the occurrence
of the diesel topic reveals no significant findings.

Visually vivid language and figures of speech are mostly
found in the Letters to Shareholders. A significant differ-
ence in the frequency of use of figurative language before
and after the diesel issue has not been observed.

3.3 Steps of the riskmanagement process according
to DIN ISO 31000:2018

The steps involved in the risk management system pro-
cesses relating to the diesel issue are primarily addressed in
the section on diesel issues and in the risk and opportunity
report (Fig. 7). The risk and opportunity report shows that
in the first report after the diesel issue all four steps were
addressed with low frequency. This gives rise to the assump-
tion that the risk management process had not yet fully un-
folded due to the unexpected emergence of the diesel issue.
For 2016, a significant increase in the process steps of risk
identification and risk assessment is visible. However, few
clues to risk management and risk monitoring steps could
be found. The 2017 Risk and Opportunity Report contains
few clues to risk identification and assessment. However,
there’s a rapid increase in the number of mentions in the
area of risk management. None of the three years since
the diesel issue showed a larger number of clues to risk
monitoring. It is not unreasonable to expect that this as-
pect will gain more prominence in reports going forward,
as the risk management process is currently not yet suf-
ficiently advanced to implement measures for monitoring
risks in the future. However, it is apparent that the risk
management process has so far been reflected in the risk
and opportunity reports. The correlations are less clear in
the report section on diesel issues. A significant amount of
space is devoted to relatively large numbers of risk control
measures or the handling of risks. It is striking that a risk
assessment was carried out in 2016, of all years. Risk iden-
tification is addressed frequently in 2015 and 2016 but less

so in 2017. In addition, a comparatively large number of
risk monitoring measures designed to prevent events such
as the diesel crisis from reoccurring are mentioned. This
result matches the previous observation of diverging com-
munication behaviour in the report section on diesel issues,
e.g. with regard to the assertiveness of statements.

3.4 Quality dimensions of reporting according to
Boesso/Kumar

Evaluations of the Boesso/Kumar analysis grid Boesso/
Kumar65 (Fig. 8 and 9) make it clear that the report sec-
tion on diesel issues is strongly focused on the past. This
confirms the observation that especially in this area, the
sequence of events following the occurrence of the diesel
issue is presented in detail. On the other hand, letters to
shareholders tend to focus on current events—especially
during the three years following the diesel issue. Statements
on the future of the company, or on future measures, are
rarely identified across all parts of the report. This finding
confirms the results of previous research on risk reporting.66

The results are surprising with regard to how risk manage-
ment is used in the company to identify future risks.

In addition, it has been shown that the amount of quan-
titative data communicated in the Letters to Shareholders
decreases after the diesel issue. The frequency of quanti-
tative disclosures in the risk and opportunity report and in
the report section on diesel issues increases after the diesel
issue. This result is consistent with the results of the risk
management system in the sense of expanding risk assess-
ment and quantification. The amount of monetary informa-
tion supplied as a subset of quantitative information also
shows a very low frequency. That result, too, is consistent
with the results of previous research.67

65 See Fn. 21.
66 See Fn. 3.
67 See Fn. 3.
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Fig. 8 Time line. a Letter to the Shareholders; b Diesel issue; c Risk and opportunity report

Fig. 9 Quantitative Data. a Letter to the Shareholders; b Diesel issue; c Risk and opportunity report

4 Summary and discussion

In summation, it has been observed that topics discussed
have shifted since the diesel issue was addressed in the Let-
ter to Shareholders—from previous successes, to learning
processes that the company has been advised to embrace.
After the diesel issue, communications displayed an uptick
in personal language, and arguments have been made high-
lighting the company’s credibility, rather than plain facts. In
addition, shareholders are presented with imagery eliciting
positive emotions, as many statements express a high de-
gree of certainty. The report section on diesel differs from
the other report sections; in this part of the report, VW AG
may be attempting to provide the most comprehensive and
neutral information possible for readers with a strong in-
terest, without tying it to the usual reporting structure. The
implementation of the risk management system is particu-
larly evident in the risk and opportunity reports.

As a result, the following key results emerge with regard
to the research questions that have been posed:

1. How does VW communicate risk in its annual reports?
– VW has added a separate section on the diesel issue to

its annual report.

– However, straightforward and fact-based information
is primarily communicated in the Risk and Opportu-
nities Report and in the separate section on the diesel/
emissions topic.

2. How does VW reflect on and interpret the events in ques-
tion?
– There has been comprehensive detailing and reflection

of the events in the annual reports since 2015.
– The question of culpability is not discussed in detail,

but legal implications have been laid out.
3. How are narrative structures used to elicit emotions and

thus manage company risk?
– The emotional appeal to the reports’ readers (espe-

cially shareholders) is addressed in the Letters to the
Shareholders, where an increasingly positive, emo-
tional language is used.

– In addition, following “Diesel-Gate”, statements ex-
pressing certainty can be found in the Letters to Share-
holders with increased frequency.

– Amongst the strategies for restoring the company’s
image, corrective measures are recommended in order
to avoid similar scenarios in the future.

– VW employs the narrative of the learning organisation
to signal to readers that similar incidents will not occur
in the future.
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This study focused on external corporate communication
in the form of VW business reports. Since the reception of
the information by readers of the report users was not in-
vestigated, no evaluation can be made as to whether this
type of risk communication is successful in mitigating the
negative perception of a crisis. As the company’s key eco-
nomic figures show a positive trend since 2016,68, it can
be assumed that the company’s overall strategy for dealing
with the crisis has been successful.

In the present study, a single case analysis was carried
out, limited to VW. However, since the emissions affair also
affects other automotive companies, the methodological ap-
proach presented here could be extended to other cases in
order to identify similarities and differences and thus gen-
erate more robust findings regarding the construction of
risk narratives in business reports. Furthermore, it may be
possible to apply the methodology to other industries and
scenarios.
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